To help mayors as they address the complex challenges facing today’s cities, the Mayors’ Institute on City Design (MICD) is pleased to announce a new program to offer technical assistance to MICD alumni mayors. MICD Alumni Technical Assistance will match selected mayors with a pair of nationally renowned city design experts (MICD Resource Team alumni) who will advise the mayor on their selected city design challenge.

Each mayor selected for this new program will receive advice on one of two types of projects:

1. **Past MICD project**: a next iteration of the city design case study the mayor brought to a previous MICD session.

2. **New project**: a new city design challenge the city is facing, tied to COVID-19 recovery and/or racial justice in the built environment.

**Time Commitment**
The expected time commitment for mayors is to participate in two virtual meetings: one 60-minute meeting at the launch of the engagement, and one 90-minute briefing approximately 6 weeks later to review the recommendations.

**Cost**
There is no cost to participating mayors or cities; participation in this program is very limited. MICD will compensate the Resource Team directly for their time (estimated at 15-20 hours of consultation).

**Apply Now**
Applications are now being accepted, and will be reviewed on a rolling basis beginning October 30, 2020. For more details and to apply, please visit [micd.org/ATA](http://micd.org/ATA).